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Introduction

Today, many people share the opinion of the famed Mahatma Gandhi, who reportedly remarked that God has no religion, meaning that, with God “any dab will do ya.” However, on what basis did Gandhi have the authority to pontificate about such matters? Of course, I have no clue, since these matters are well beyond his knowledge, and he had no benefit of divine revelation.

Such is the arrogance of modern man.

Years ago, a lady (I’ll call her Mary—not her real name) who had just begun attending our church scheduled an appointment to talk to me about spiritual issues. Of course I was happy to oblige.

When we met shortly thereafter, she described herself as an earnest seeker. Indeed, she appeared to be a very sincere, intelligent lady with honest questions.

Mary related to me a life trauma that had disoriented her spiritually and then had eventually led her to us. She expressed her initial relief and delight to “at last encounter someone who stood for something.” Yet later, she lamented that during communion the previous Sunday, her hope of finding what she was seeking had been shaken. For during that monthly observance, I had declared sweepingly that Jesus was “the way and the truth and the life,” emphasizing to boot that “no one
comes to the Father except through [Him]” (John 14:6) [NIV, brackets mine].

“At that point,” she related, “I was so disappointed. I more or less just kind of slumped in my seat … I had always believed that there were many ways to God.”

To Mary, my remarks about the finality of Christ as the one and only divinely acceptable approach to God came across as narrow-minded, though she was too kind and diplomatic to put it that bluntly. It was hard for her to fathom how I could hold allegiance to Jesus Christ as the only approved pathway to the Father. Isn’t that being exclusive toward unbelievers? Why would God be so inflexible? And, by the way, how did God accept those who lived before Christ came? What about those reared in non-Christian cultures who never had an opportunity to receive or reject Christ? Wouldn’t that, in effect, condemn the adherents of other religious traditions who refuse to acknowledge the God of the Bible as the one true God and Jesus Christ as the Lord and Savior? Was it fair of God, she wondered, to punish people such as these?

These were all valid and significant questions.

This allegedly exclusive aspect of the Gospel message is a sore point with many non-Christians. Always has been. Always will be. Some of our theology at this point simply mystifies people (as in the case of Mary). Others it infuriates.

So here, we begin to expound upon Mary’s first two questions, “Is there really only one way to God? Isn’t that being exclusive?”

Let me deal with the second question first. The term, “exclusive,” may be misleading. Why? Because anybody can come to God. For the Apostle Paul teaches us in Romans 10:13 that the invitation is open to all, “… WHOSOEVER WILL CALL UPON THE NAME OF THE LORD WILL BE SAVED” [italics mine]. So then,
the welcome mat is extended to all people universally. What is exclusive is the way of salvation. It is exactly like buying bread. Anybody is welcome to purchase it. The store is not a private club. However, the item can be purchased only on the store’s terms. They, for example, accept only American currency, not Monopoly money. So, it is the means of salvation that is exclusive, not the invitation. This is because, as the Apostle stated above under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, God welcomes all men to receive the gift of salvation, which is available to everyone, but only on the basis of faith in Christ alone.

However, in this climate of arbitrary political correctness and muddled postmodern thinking (in which pluralism is “In” and truth as a fixed, objective entity is “Out,” especially in religious and moral matters), many see one’s religious beliefs as something considerably less consequential than matters of life and death. To these people, the world is a mall of religious boutiques. Curiosity in religion is chic. Religious options are much like a spiritual cafeteria where culinary choice is no big deal … simply a matter of personal taste and cultural preference. To unbelievers, it’s totally annoying when we Christians come along, like the functional equivalents of militant environmentalists, and insist that the choice is not so benign as all that … that in fact, figuratively speaking, the decision comes down to a fateful choice between healthful, life-giving cuisine and toxic fare that ultimately kills its consumers.
The Scriptures: Our Supreme Court

Two Ways to Approach the Question

Before I address other issues that Mary raised, we must understand that there are only two ways we can approach her first question: **Is there really just one way to God?** First, we can merely speculate about spiritual reality by believing and promoting what seems right in our own eyes (Judges 21:25). Or, we can ground our conclusions on biblical teaching—that is, God’s revealed message through His prophets and apostles. Historic Christianity considers this message to be absolutely authoritative when it comes to faith (what we believe) and practice (how we act) because it has been revealed by our Creator.

This first option, human speculation, is an intellectual dead end ... a dead end because the subject matter is transcendent, which means that it is well beyond the competence of unaided human reason to determine. So, speculative thinking about such theological matters is about as enlightening as two blind men arguing about the colors of a rainbow.

Thus, all you get is a fact-free clash of discordant voices from opinionated people (such as Gandhi) speaking in cadences that make them sound more knowledgeable than they really are. The fact is, coming from this position, they know absolutely
nothing—zero—concerning the theological matters about which they confidently speak. Why? Because, as we pointed out earlier, they have no authority upon which to base their conclusions. For apart from God’s revelation, such answers are inaccessible and little more than vapors of intellectual gases.

So then, the Bible has to be our starting point in any theological question. As orthodox Christians, we affirm the Scriptures as the repository of what God has chosen to reveal to man. But why do we so adamantly adhere to such a proposition? It is because this foundational premise is not based on a so-called leap of “blind” faith, as some think; rather, it is a theological position derived from evidence within the Scriptures and strongly supported by evidences external to it. For example, the Scriptures are replete with detailed prophecies written hundreds of years before their fulfillment. The fact that these predictions predate the fulfillment of the specified historical events is verified by scholars the world over.

Perhaps one of the most poignant prophecies is Isaiah 53, in which the prophet predicts the suffering, crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Without question, scholars confirm the ancient date of this passage to be at least 700 years before Christ. And the same is true for prophecies of Christ’s crucifixion and resurrection in Psalms 22 and 16, written by King David a thousand years before the events.

Moreover, in New Testament (NT) times, there were hundreds of people who witnessed the very events Isaiah and David prophesied about Christ. And these events were recorded within a generation of their actual occurrence, not only preventing the possibility of legends developing, but verifying the mindboggling accuracy of such predictions. Those are just some of the reasons (among many others) why we treat the Bible as our “supreme court.” Thus, our position
is that whatever the Bible teaches, God teaches, and that is the end of the discussion.

Naturally then, we Christians are obliged to conform to what the Bible prescribes for our beliefs and practice, just as our civil government, in all its arms and agencies, is bound to conform to the principles and prescriptions of the U.S. Constitution.

The Old Testament Verdict: Designer Religion Unacceptable

Therefore, since the Bible is our starting point in any theological question, it is thus inconceivable that anyone at all familiar with biblical literature could postulate that God “puts out the welcome mat” for people to approach Him any way they please. From the standpoint of biblical theology, such a view is as intellectually absurd as the weird notions of the Flat Earth Society.

If there is one motif that resounds all through the Old Testament (OT) like an echo in a canyon, it is this: *God’s creatures will approach Him in His way or no way.* That was the recurring message of all the biblical prophets. And this message is that the Judeo-Christian God forbids any rivals. It is intolerable for the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who is also the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, for men to worship any god other than Himself. This law is literally etched in stone in the first of the Ten Commandments:

You shall have no other gods before [that is, besides] Me. (Exodus 20:3) [brackets mine]
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Is There Really Only One Way to God?

Many people love to challenge Christians with that question! Pluralism, the notion there are many paths to God's acceptance, is the reigning fashion today. Unthinkably, that concession is even leaking into the mindset of some Christians. Was Jesus mistaken when He claimed to be "... the way and the truth and the life" (John 14:6)?

For us Christians, it is a fool's errand to try to convince (against their wills) those who base their postmodern "theology" about this central question upon human speculation. However, for those who are willing to listen to the witness of divine revelation, biblical testimony is copious, clear and compelling on this point. There is no evading the finality of Jesus Christ. End of story!